AAPB Summer Book Sale

The dog days of summer are upon us. 2020 has been quite an extraordinary year so far. You deserve a break.

We are pleased to offer 20% off all AAPB-published, hard copy, digital and bundled texts until September, 2020. Expand your skills and your professional enrichment by taking advantage of this opportunity to stock up on these highly regarded applied psychophysiology, biofeedback and neurofeedback resources.

Click here to browse the selection.

*Shipping rates apply.

ENJOY 20% OFF

All AAPB Books
* Shipping rates apply.
Offer Expires September 20, 2020
Coupon Code: BOOKS20
To apply the discount code:

Select the books you wish to purchase and add to cart

Click the "Coupons" button

Enter the discount code **BOOKS20**

"Check Out" to select shipping and pay the reduced rate

**Please note you will need to add the discount code for each book being purchased.

**Physiological Recording Technology & Applications in Biofeedback & Neurofeedback**
by Donald Moss and Fredric Shaffer

*Member Discount: $44.00*
*Non-member Discount: $56.00*

The book is divided into eight sections. The focus is on instrumentation and technology, but there is much more to harvest from...

**Evidence-Based Practice in Biofeedback & Neurofeedback, 3rd Edition**
by Shaffer, Tan, Lyle and Teo

*Member Discount: $32.00*
*Non-member Discount: $44.00*

This text is the most comprehensive review of research in the field of neurofeedback and biofeedback available to clinicians...
Foundations of Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback: A Book of Readings
by Donald Moss and Fredric Shaffer
Member Discount: $44.00
Non-member Discount: $60.00

Compilation of works by the leading authors in the field of heart rate variability biofeedback as published in AAPB's Biofeedback magazine in 2008-2015....

The Neurofeedback Book, 2nd Edition
by Michael Thompson and Lynda Thompson
Member Discount: $76.00
Non-member Discount: $104.00

This is a must-read for anyone interested in neurofeedback, and one that objectively and comprehensively addresses some of the inaccurate criticisms of this field.

Functional Neuroanatomy
by Michael Thompson and Lynda Thompson
Member Discount: $32.00
Non-member Discount: $47.00

Organized with reference to networks, lobes of the brain, 10-20 sites and Brodmann areas, this 137-page monograph features over 100

Biofeedback & Neurofeedback Applications in Sport Psychology
by Strack, Linden, Wilson
Member Discount: $44.00
Non-member Discount: $55.00

Written by top sport psychologists and experts in the field, including case studies, illustrations and
plates/illustrations... graphs highlighting the use of the authors' techniques, this book is a must-have reference.
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